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ABSTRACT 
We give a simple approach to the Weierstrass canonical form of the regular matrix 
pencil SE - A based on the partial fraction decomposition of the “generalized 
resolvent” (SE - A) ‘. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The spectral decomposition theorem states that any linear operator A 
defined on a complex finite dimensional vector space X induces a decomposi- 
tion of X into a direct sum X = Xi@ . . . $X, such that the X, are reducing 
subspaces for A. If A/Xi denotes the restriction of A to Xi, then A/Xi 
admits only one of the eigenvalues of A, say Xi, and the Jordan form of A 
can be readily deduced from the structure of the nilpotent operators (A - 
hi)/Xi* 
In terms of spectral projections this result may be stated as follows [7, 31: 
there exists a family of r disjoint projections P,, . . . , P, and nilpotent opera- 
tors D,,..., D, such that the following formulas hold: 
2 P,=I, (Ia> 
i=l 
Pi@, - A)Pj = 0 for i# j, (lb) 
Pi(hi - A)P, = (Xi - A)P, = P,(X, - A), (lc) 
Di + (Xi - A)P, = 0. (14 
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This theorem is proved via the resolvent equation R(s,) - R(s,) + (si - 
s,)R(s,)R(s,) = 0 satisfied by the resolvent R(s) = (sZ - A))’ seen as the 
inverse of sZ - A in the field of rational functions in s. The spectral 
projection Pi is given by Z’, = [residue of R(s) at s = Xi]. 
The purpose of this short paper is to show how the same approach leads 
to the spectral decomposition of regular linear pencils. 
Although many of the ideas presented below are already well known in 
the functional analysis literature (see e.g. [9, l]), the approach followed here 
is intended to present a rather complete picture of the topic in the linear 
algebra context. In particular, straightforward generalizations of the Cayley- 
Hamilton and spectral mapping theorems lead to an operational calculus, 
which in turn gives decomposition formulas very close to (1). 
2. THE RESOLVENT EQUATION 
Let E and A be two operators defined on an n-dimensional complex 
vector space X. We shall assume henceforth that det(sE - A) # 0. Then the 
resolvent operator 
R(s)=(sE-A)-’ (2) 
exists as an operator over the field of rational functions, and it satisfies the 
following basic “resolvent equation”: 
R(s,)-R(s,)+(s,-s,)R(s,)ER(s,)=O. (3) 
Note that R(s,) and R(s,) do not commute, but 
R(s,)ER(s,) =R(s,)ER(s,). (4) 
Also, (3) shows that R(s) can be differentiated to any order at the regular 
point sa, and R(s) can be expanded around s0 in a Neuman-Taylor series. 
We denote by uE( A) the finite spectrum of the pencil SE - A, i.e. the set 
of singularities of R(s), or equivalently the set of zeros of 
XE(s, A) = det(sE - A). (5) 
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Let f(s) be an holomorphic function in an open domain containing 
(I& A). By analogy with the case E = Z we denote 
Here C is a closed Jordan contour enclosing uE( A). Recall that if E = I, this 
“generalized Cauchy’s formula” defines the set of all polynomials in the 
variable A. Since xz(s, A)R(s) has no poles inside C, we note a “Cayley- 
Hamilton” formula: X E( A) = 0. 
For the product of two functions we have: 
LEMMA 1. Let f and g be as above. Then the following formula holds: 
(f&(A) = f,(A)%(A). 
Proof. Consider two contours C, and C, enclosing 
included in C,. Using (3) the RHS of (7) may be written 
(7) 
uE(A) with C, 
The second integral above is zero, since C, contains C,; and because g is 
holomorphic, the Cauchy formula gives for the first integral 
The preceding lemma has some interesting consequences for the Laurent 
expansion of R(s) near a singularity. Roughly speaking, it implies that the 
singularities of R(s) take place in disjoint subspaces of X. 
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Since R(s) is an operator of rational functions, its Laurent series near a 
singularity a, E uk;( A) takes the form 
(sE-A)~=L+ . . . + D’dl’~,+Sn+(S_un)~(l’ 
s - 0” 6-J”) 
We can now apply Lemma 1 to the elements (P, D(r), IY2), . . .) of the 
principal part of (8). Indeed, we can rewrite (5) as 
+ (s - u,)2s’2’ +. . . . (8) 
x~;(s,A)=(Y(s--~)~“...(s--~)““, si E ukl( A). 
The polynomials x J s, A)/a( s - s,)““, . . . , xE( s, A)/cu( s - s,)~‘, have no 
common roots, and by Bezout’s theorem there exists interpolating polynomi- 
als #O(s),..., /S”‘(s) such that 
P ‘(i’(s) 
XE(S, A) + xE(s, A) 
a(s-ssl)“L’ 
* . . + /v(s) = 
a( s - s, ) “‘7 
1. (9) 
Clearly xci)(s ) =~“‘(s)x~(s, A)/cr(s - si)“‘a is such that 
x’i’( Si) = 1 
X(i)(Sj) = 0, si # si, sj E uE(A). 
It follows that 
P =x$)(A) = &(n’(~)R(s)L 
= residue at s = aa of x(a)(s)R(s). (IO) 
Since x’e’( s) = [x(“(s)]~ whenever s E uE( A), we have by Lemma 1 
PEP = P. (11) 
An immediate consequence of (11) is the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2. The range and kernel of P satish 
Im(P) = Im(PE), 
Ker( P) = Ker( El’). 
Proof. Straightforward verification. 
Similarly we have the equation 
w 
which implies by Lemma 1 
D”‘EP = PED(‘, = I)(l) (12) 
and more generally 
D’i’ED’i’ = D’i’ED”’ = D(i) for jai. (13) 
The next lemma shows that similar relations hold for the holomorphic part 
of (8). 
LEMMAS. For m, n > 0 the operators SC”) satisfy 
s(m)ES(n) + S(m+n+l) = 0 
(14) 
Proof. Using the resolvent equation and proceeding as in the proof of 
Lemma 1, we obtain 
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Since C, contains the C,, the first integral is zero, and using the relation 
~~(~l-s~)-“‘(s2-sl)~sl=(s2-s~)-“-1 
‘I 
in the second integral, we get the result. 
The same calculation shows that S(“‘EP = Z’ES’“’ = 0. 
3. BEHAVIOR AT INFINITY 
So far we have studied the resolvent near a finite singularity. The main 
difference with the case E = Z is that in general R(s) will have a pole at 
infinity: R(m) = a. As usual, this singularity is studied with the change of 
variable u = s _ ‘. 
We have (SE - A)- ’ = - a(uA - E)- ‘, and the Laurent expansion of 
(crA - E)-’ near u = 0 is given by (8): 
(uA-E)plc++$+ . . . +za)+u@)+ . . . . lul < 6. 
Consequently, for (SE - A)-’ near s = co, we get 
(sE-A)~‘= -p,-sD,_ . . . _s~~~ui+S-+$+ . . . . ISI > a-‘, 
S 
(15) 
where 
s,= -Z&r’, sg’= -zg, ).... 
(16) 
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From the pencil uA - E near u = 0 we obtain here the relations similar to 
(11) (12) (13) and (14): 
D,AP, = P,AD, = D,, (17) 
DC’= D,AD,,... 
and 
SWAP, = P,AS, = 0, 
(18) 
!&AS, = SE’,... . 
Note that in the case where E is regular, Pm = D, = 0 and S, = E-‘. 
The operator S, will play an important role in the sequel. First, by 
integrating (15) on a large Jordan contour, we get 
But also (1/2i7r)j,(sE - A)-‘& is the sum of the residues of R(s) = (sE - 
A)-’ inside C, i.e., we have 
s, = c Pi. 
i<cc 
(19) 
Here Pi is the operator P in (8) [or (lo)] for u, = si E eE(A) [(19) also follows 
from (9)]. In addition Lemma 1 with g = 1 implies that 
%%(A) =&(A) = f,(A)%. (20) 
Finally, one has an explicit formula for fs( A) when f(s) is a polynomial. 
For f(s) = ~a + a,s + . . . + unsn, using (15) and (18), we obtain in (6) 
&(A) = n,S, + a&AS, + . . . + a,(S,A)“S, 
= S,f(AS,) = f&A&. (21) 
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In particular, for x(s) = det(sE - A) we have a more explicit Cayley- 
Hamilton formula: 
S,x( AS,) = x( S,A)S, = 0. (22) 
REM-K. By Liouville’s theorem, we can write with the preceding 
notation the partial fraction decomposition of (SE - A)-‘: 
D!“,-” 
(s - sy 1 
- [I’, + SD, + ~“02’ + . . . + CDZ'] . 
Note that this formula gives an explicit weak sense solution to the equations 
Ei = Ax or IjE = VA. We shall see that there are no “impulse modes” in the 
sense of [ll] iff the initial conditions satisfy I’,Ax, = 0 or yaAI’, = 0. 
The operator S, is useful in proving the following straightforward gener- 
alization of the spectral mapping theorem [3, Chapter VII-lo]. 
LEMMAS. Let f be holomorphic above uE(A). Then 
f&(A)) = df,(AP) =~*(Ef,(A)). 
where a,( f,( A)E) is the part of the spectrum of f,(A)E which corresponds 
to eigenvectore in Im(S,). 
Proof. Let s0 E uE( A). Then 
g(s) = f(sd -f(s) 
sg - s 
is holomorphic over u&A), and by Lemma 1, (18), and (20) we have 
g,(A)Eh,S, - X,AS,) = f(so)S, - f,(A)ES,. 
Using (20), we obtain 
f,(A)(s,E - A& = [f(sd - fdA)k 
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By assumption, there exists an eigenvector y = S,z in Im(S,) such that 
(s,E - A)S,y = 0, and this last equation implies that 
[f(s,)-f,(A)E]y=O, 
i.e., f( sa) is an eigenvalue of &( A)E. 
Conversely, let s0 E f( uE( A)). Then g(s) = [f(s) - so] -’ is holomorphic 
over uE(A), and by Lemma 1 we have 
[&(A)E-s,lg,(A) =S,. 
Now, if sa E u,( &( A)E) then 3 y = .z&,, y z 0, such that y[ fE( A) - so] 
= 0. This is a contradiction. n 
Note that (20) implies that (I - S,E)f,(A)E = 0 i:e. f,( A)E admits the 
eigenvalue 0 with multiplicity at least m = n - rank(S,E) = n - rank(S,): 
this part of the spectrum of f,(A)E corresponds to the infinite spectrum of 
the pencil SE - A and a,( fE( A)E) is thus equal to a( &(A)E) with these m 
repeated 0 eigenvalues removed. 
Before giving the main result, we note a last lemma (see e.g. [2]), which is 
also an easy consequence of the definition of R(s): 
LEMMAS. The following commutativity property holds: 
A(sE-A)-‘E=E(sE-A)-‘A. 
4. SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION FORMULAS 
Let us consider the operators P,, . . . , P,, P, and D,, . . . , D,, D, defined as 
above, i.e., Pi = [residue at s = si of R(s)], 0, = [residue at s = si of (s - 
si)R(s)] for si E uE(A), and P, and D, given by (16). Using the preceding 
results, we can now formulate the spectral decomposition of the pencil 
SE - A under a form very similar to (1). 
THEOREM 1. The equations 
i P,E+P,A=Z, 
i=l 
(i) 
c EP,+AP,=Z 
i=l 
(ii) 
both define a complete set of disjoint “eigenprojections” reducing the pencil 
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SE - A, that is, 
(EP~)(~E- A)(P,.E) =0 for i # j, (si, sj) E uE(A), (iii) 
(EP,)(sE - A)(PiE) = (sE - A)(P,E) 
= ( EPJ(~E - A) for si E uE( A). (iv) 
Similar relations hold in (iii) and (iv) with EP, ( PjE) replaced by AP, 
(P, A). In addition one has 
EDi + (s;E - A)P, = 0 = DiE + Pi(siE - A) fir si Go,(A)> (V> 
AD,= EP, and P,E= D,A, (vi> 
and EDi, DiE, AD,, and D,A are nilpotent operators. 
Zf mi is the multiplicity of si as a root of det(sE - A), then rank Pi = 
trace( EP,) = trace( Pi E) = m,. 
Zf B, and B, are two bases compatible with the decomposition (i) and (ii), 
the Jordan structure of the matrix representation of the restriction of s,E - A 
to the i th “eigenspace ” is completely specified by the nilpotent operator EDi. 
The Jordan structure at infinity is characterized by the structure of the 
nilpotent operator AD,. 
Proof. The fact that both Pi E and EP, are projections is clear from (11) 
[from (17) for i = 001. By Lemma 1 and x(i)x(j) = 0, i # j, we see that 
PiEPi = 0, i # j, and so (P,E)( PiE) = 0 = (EP,)( EPj). 
By integrating the equation (SE - A))‘E - s-‘(SE - A))lA = s-l on a 
large contour we obtain the decomposition 
S,E + P,A = 1. 
This proves (i) in view of (19). [Clearly P,E # 0, since 1 E a(P,E).] 
By Lemma 5 and the definition of Pi and P, we have the commutativity 
relations 
EP,A= APiE, 
EP,A = AP,E. 
Since the same relations are trivial with A replaced by E, we obtain (iii) and 
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(iv). It follows that (i) and (ii) define two bases B, and Z?s such that the 
pencil SE - A takes on a block diagonal structure as a mapping (X, Z?,) -+ 
(Xv B,). 
Now let Pi = QiMi be a full rank factorization of Pi (i finite or infinite). 
Then by Lemma 2, Pi E = Qi. Mi E (EP, = EQi. Mi) is a full-rank factorization 
of Pi E (EP,), and the bases B, and B, may be constructed by concatenation 
of rows or columns 
B,= [Ql 1 92 1 ... 1 Qcx,], . 
Now the operator q(s) = EPi(sE - A)P,E, seen as a mapping from 
Im( Pi E) to Im( EP,), is represented in these bases by the matrix Mi( SE - A)Q, 
(i finite or i = co). This latter matrix is square with size mi = rank( PiE) = 
rank P, = n - dim ker Pi = n - dim ker EP, = rank( EP,) by Lemma 2. Since 
P,E is a projection, we have rank(PiE) = trace( P,E). Since by construction 
T,(s) has only si as an eigenvalue and SE - A has a block diagonal structure, 
we also see that mi is the algebraic multiplicity of si as a root of det(sE - A), 
for lsil < cc and n - Cm, = rank P, = rank(AP,) = rank(P,A). 
Since P,E is a projection, we have Mi EQ = 1. This means that the 
restriction of E to the “finite” blocks is represented by the identity matrix in 
the pair of bases (B,, Bs) defined above. Similarly, the restriction of A to the 
“infinite” block is the identity with the same choice of bases: M,AQ, = 1. 
By the comparison of the factors of (s - si) ’ in the expansion of (SE - A) ’ 
near si, we obtain 
ED, + (s,E - A)P, = 0 = DiE + Pi(siE - A), 
and EDi (or D,E) is a nilpotent operator by the spectral mapping lemma. 
We deduce that Mi(siE - A)Q, = M,(s,E - A)P,EQ, = MiE(DiE)Qi. 
Since M,E and Qi are dual bases ( MiEQi = I), we obtain that M,(s,E - A)Q, 
is a nilpotent matrix which is the matrix representation of the nilpotent 
operator ED, seen as a mapping from Im( Pi E) to Im( EP,). 
Moreover, we have rank[ Mi E( Di E)Q,] = rank( EDi) = rank( Di E). It is 
well known that any nilpotent matrix is similar to a Jordan matrix whose 
structure is given by inspection of the ranks of its powers. 
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Similarly, from M,AQ, = I, we see that M, and AQ, are dual bases. 
From the pencil aA - E at (I = 0 we obtain 
AD, - EP, = 0 = D,A - P,E, 
and AD, and D,A are nilpotent matrices by the spectral lemma. The 
matrix representation of the restriction of E to the “infinite” block is given 
by McJQc.s and this is a nilpotent matrix. Indeed, we have M,EQ, = 
M,EQ,M,AQ, = M,EP,AQ, = M,( AD,)AQ,, and this latter matrix is 
nilpotent, since M,( AQ,) = I. In particular the Jordan structure of the 
pencil at infinity is completely specified by the nilpotent operator AD,, or 
equivalently D, A. This concludes the proof. n 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have chosen to consider E and A as acting on a single space X, and 
consequently, the block diagonal form appears as a matrix representation of 
the pencil SE - A seen as a mapping from (X, B,) to (X, B,). Of course, it is 
also possible to consider (i) and (ii) above as the decomposition of two 
different spaces X and Y. 
Also, the “spectral part” of a singular pencil can be studied by the same 
approach after having removed the right and left kernels of the pencil 
(considered on the field of rational functions in s). 
Concerning the numerical computation of the left and right bases for 
eigenspaces, the approach given here is certainly very poor compared to the 
generalized Schur form obtained via the QZ algorithm [lo]. However, if a 
particular eigenvalue is known a priori (finite or oo), the computation of the 
residues at this singularity may be useful, even when E is regular. 
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